The polypeptide composition and ultrastructure of nuclear ghosts isolated from mammalian cells.
The polypeptide species of non-membranous nuclear ghosts from purified cell nuclei are conserved among a variety of human, hamster and mouse cell types studied, including HeLa, BHK, 3T6 and Hep-2 cell lines. The polypeptide species present in nuclear ghosts from HeLa cells synchronized in various stages of the cell cycle are largely the same with minor variations. The isolated nuclear ghosts are similar, in terms of polypeptide composition, to other residual nuclear structures isolated by independent techniques. The nuclear ghosts appear as flattened sac-like structures when viewed scanning electron microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy of the nuclear ghosts reveals ring-like structures which may represent the nuclear pores. Also observed are novel rodshaped structures approximately 260 nm in length and 50 nm in diameter. The latter images either arise by a rearrangement during isolation of the nuclear ghost macromolecules or are a heretofore undescribed structure of intact nuclei.